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THE KRUMAU “LANGUAGE PASSION” OF 1649-1653 AND 1710-1720

On the Value of “Language” and “Nation” in the Early Modern Era

Pavel Himl

One of the venues where group interests and group ideas could be expressed in the early modern era was the churches. Conflict potential was offered not only by religion itself, but – as in the case of Český Krumlov/Krumau in Southern Bohemia – language as well. Attempts by parish representatives, in the end unsuccessful, to get German-language sermon transferred from a smaller to the large church of the town parish have brought about a unique source: In the middle of the 17th and at the beginning of the 18th century listings were compiled of the whole town population by language. The question in what language sermons should be delivered led to heated debates between a multitude of actors – from rural and town residents through local clergy, representatives of town and local reign to the sovereign and his administration. The present study looks at the two lists and connected files from the perspective of which kind of personal or group identification with a given language was expressed. The author reaches the conclusion that, as early as the 17th century, the notion of nation was closely related to language, even in a non-academic environment.

THE JOSEPHIST ENLIGHTENMENT TRADITION IN BOHEMIA AND THE POETRY OF KAREL H. MÁCHA

Zdeněk V. David/Christina N. Wall

By imbibing his philosophical and poetical orientation directly from German sources, Karel H. Macha challenged the Austro-Bohemian Realism entrenched in Czech philosophical and literary thought. This direct connection with German Romanticism, which amplified the German Idealist philosophy in Mácha’s work, has been underappreciated. Previously, Mácha’s Romanticism has been traced to Polish and/or Russian exemplars, ignoring the impact of the German provenance. While Mácha’s approach lacks the patriotic pathos of Polish Romanticism and the playfulness of its Russian counterpart, it bears the clear marks of horror, decay, and death of the German genre. Mácha’s devotion to Romanticism both harkened back to the mystique of the Counter Reformation and clashed with the sobriety of the Catholic